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This thesis was read and approved by Professor Rs.ymond C.
Robinson, as First Reader, but due to serious illness he vfas
unable to sign the thesis in its final form. Professor Robinson
died on October 22, 1945*
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I. Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and determine,
in a measure, the manner in vrhich the music of Mexico has been
influenced by that of Spain, Authorities differ as to the
nature and extent of this influence, but the unquestionable
difference between the pre-Cortesian music available and that of
the period since the conquest leaves little doubt that it has
absorbed many of the elements which we consider typically
Spanish.
The music of Spain, in its turn, has come under the influ-
ence of various countries. During the years immediately pre-
ceding and following her conquest of Mexico, Spain ^s place as a
musical nation was second to that of no other country in Europe.
A brief summary of the musical history of Spain v/ill bring us
up to the time of the exodus of the missionaries, who were to
turn the barbarous Indian chants into chorales, and of the
hidalgos , who, v^ith their gay guitars, were to infuse a differen|j;
spirit into the religious dances of the devout.
Upon one subject all texts agree — there are no v>rritten
records of authentic primitive Indian melodies. Archeologists
have been able to give us a very good picture of the earliest
musical instrumients of the Mexican Indians, and collectors have
gathered primitive melodies from some of the oldest tribes still
inhabiting the more remote sections of the country. Analyses of
the melody, rhythm and form of these songs give rather strong
proof of their being those sung before the Conquest. At the
'f.
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very least, they show the nature of the autochthonous music of
the country.
Comparison of the music of Spain subsequent to the 16th
century with the primitive Mexican music and with that of today
should establish some idea of the manner in v/hich that music
has been affected.
M-
"ic 0 is rj'i^ ?. 'V' roi .drioo^ qp. '^o ewu/in Olio woris ^^tcv
.
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The native races of the Spanish peninsula were Celts and
Iberians. The Celts, having migrated from France, occupied the
north?jestern territory, pushing the Iberians to the south and
east. In between, was a hybrid race called the Celtiberians
.
The geographical position of the Iberian Peninsula is such
that early cultures entered from the south, across the Medi-
terranean, rather than across the high Pyrenees to the north.
From the 12th century B.C., with the exception of the period of
Celtic and Visigoth domination (5th to 8th centuries A.D.),
oriental culture has been in the ascendancy. Moreover, an ex-
treme diversity of influences has given to the national characte
of the Spanish people an exotic quality which segregates it fron





Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, Carthagenians — all left thei
imprint, but the people who marked early Spain most visibly v/ere
the Moors, Authorities differ as to the extent of Arabic in-
fluence in Spain. Unquestionably it was greater in the southerr
portions. At no time were the northern mountain sections com-
pletely conquered. Gradually the invaders were driven back unti
only the little kingdom of Granada was left to them.
The Spaniards have ever been a race of individualists
lacking national unity. Isolated by huge mountain ranges, the
inhabitants of the various river valleys developed their own
culture, religion and language. At the time of the Moorish in-







Galician, Catalonian and Castillian — and as many as nine dia- !
I
lects. It was not until the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella j
that Spain v;as unified as a nation with one language, one relig-
li
ion and one flag.
The music and literature of medieval Spain, closely con-
i
nected as in other countries, flovirs in two great currents: i
I
religion and war. Their almost visible symbols are: the Cathe-jl
'i
dral, lifting its spires to the heavens, and the Castle, closelyi|
bound to the earth. Representatives of the first. Me s ter de
Clerecla . were the learned priests and monks, studious and wise.
Theirs was a spirit of culture; their heroes were the Saints;
their vTitings subjected inspiration to rules and vmre directed
at the propaganda of Christianity; spiritual, retired, contempla,-
tive, they vfere imaginative and wrote for themselves and for the
Church.
The second current. Mester de Juglaria . was made up of the
I
common man, no less inspired, who took as his subject living |i
1 ‘
I.
! history, the stories of heroic deeds of contemporary warriors.
|
I He sang of historical facts, of action, energy and realism, with^
no thought of technique; and his songs were usually anonymous
,
;





Let us spealr first of the Mester de Clerecla . The rituals i
of the early Spanish Church under Priscillian consisted princi-
pally of dancing. In the year 571 the Council of Lugo abolished''
I
' ||
the use of profane music in the services of the Church. San

Isidro (d. 646) is generally considered to be the author of the '
tunes adapted to the Ritual in the years that followed. Angles
I
says: ’’Hispanic musical culture of the sixth to eleventh centur-|
ies may be traced by the specimens of the liturgy that have been
' preserved. Our codices in neums show that Toledo had an earlier
r
and more important music school than any in the rest of the
1
1
I; peninsula and that it succeeded in developing a characteristic
!
I
neume notation. The Iberian Peninsula does not remain behind
the rest of Europe in secular monadic chant any more than in
concerted vocal music.
In what way, then, was the early Spanish liturgy affected
by the Moors? Arabian music is essentially homophonous, era-
II
ploying minute intervals and a variety of modes and scales. The|
rhythm follows the flow of the v^ords, the basis lying in the i|
length of the syllables and in a combination of long and short,
,
similar to the rhythm of classical Greek and Latin poetry.
Moors who submitted to Christians were called ^kidejars.
|
According to Trend their influence is found in church music in
the ornate manner in which certain plain-song melodies, and
especially hymns, came to be sung in Spanish Cathedrals. Chris-;
tians who lived in territory occupied by Moors, but w'ho were
alloT/ed to continue the practice of their religion, were called
^
I
^ Angles — Hispanic Musical Culture from the VI to XIV
Centuries
.
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4Moz^rabes. It is to them that Mr. Trend ascribes the ornate
character of ecclesiastical melodies. He says: "Mozarabic melo-
dies are no more ornate than Gregorian. The notation has not
been fully deciphered yet but the chant, though sometimes highly
decorated, is obviously less ornate than many Kyries, Alleluias
and other melodies of Gregorian plain-song. The tendency to sinj
a slm.ple melody in ornate form is not modern, it is one of the
p
characteristics of primitive music."
In Spain the tendency toward profuse ornamentation is seen
in every form of art, whether cultivated or popular, deliberate
or spontaneous. This undoubtedly goes back to the Moors and
J.ludejars of reconquered provinces. It is not haphazard: it is
carried out on definite if unconscious principles, Moorish con-
tribution is the Mudejar style, the manner of performance rather
than the type of musical construction.
The 9th and 10th centuries saw considerable retrogression
in purity and richness of the Mozarabic chant. The Mozarablc
rite was suppressed in 1076 but persisted in many Spanish churches
It may still be heard in a special chapel of the Toledo CathedraJ.
During the 9th century Cordoba was the center of liturgical
musical culture. Also, among the Moslems, in Andalusia, Ziryab
is credited v;ith having founded an Hispano-Arabic school of
music. The following century saw the establishment of many
schools throughout Spain, the earliest and most prominent of
Trend, J. B, The Music of Spanish History to 1600.
i
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these being at Toledo. This was soon followed by music schools !
I
at Burgos, in Castile; Ripoli, Tortosa and Scala Del, in Cata- I
I
Ionia; and Santiago de Compostela, in Galicia,
i
Among the most valuable music collections of the world are
the "Cantigas” of Alfonso X, These are priceless not solely be--
cause of their musical merit, but because of the accompanying
miniatures depicting more than seventy musicians, Spanish and
Moorish, playing different instruments. For many years both the.
v/ords and music of the Cantigas were ascribed to ’’Alfonso the
j
Wise”, but later investigations have sho¥.Ti that he was simply i
the instigator and compiler. The poems are v/ritten in the Portu-
I
j




are ’’one of the greatest monuments of non-liturgical monodic
music that have come down to us from the Lliddle Ages.”
The earliest polyphonic music of which we have any manu- i
I
scripts is preserved at Santiago do Compostela. It was here
that the pilgrims came from all over Europe to worship the patron
i
saint of Spain, Saint James. The Codex Calixtinus contains -
i
hymns sung at this shrine in the 18th century, but few of them
are Spanish. The greater part shov; a French inclination, if not
origin. Also under the influence of French monks was the ISth
century school of Gregorian chant at Toledo. Samples of motets,!
conductus and organa are in the 13th century Notre Dame style.
5
I
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6More purely Spanish are the 14th century compositions in the
"Libre Vermel" of Montserrat.
Pedro IV (1335-138V) was one of the more musical of the
Spanish kings, employing about his court, in addition to Moorish
musicians, singers and instrumentalists from England, France,
Flanders, Italy and Germany, As we have said, however, it re-
mained for Ferdinand and Isabella to unite the scattered kingdom.:
of Spain with the final conquest of Granada, and it was during
their reign that the golden age of Spanish music began.
Juan B. Elustiza has divided the history of Spanish music
into four great periods:
I. The germ — diaphonic music
II. The development — descant
III. The apogee
IV. The decadence.
It is the third period, lasting well into the 17th century,
which now occup^ies us. Elustiza has sub-divided it thus:
"1. The urimitive starts with the aforementioned des-
cant, when there began to be developed rules and principles based,
on good taste and on imitation. This lasted through the 13th
and 14th centuries,
"S. The academic , so to speak, in v/hich the composers
wrote works giving attention only to the rules of technical
music known and practised in those days, but without taking into
account the expressive character of the music. This subperiod

7might embrace all of the 15th century, especially that Vvhich peij
tains in general to Spanish religious music, since, in the
secular, influenced no doubt by the spirit of popular music
(and with a few exceptions the religious), one finds interesting!
compositions of astonishing expressiveness for the time.
[To this second sub-period belongs the ’’Cancionero de
Palacio”, an extensive collection of coiort songs discovered by
the composer-musicologist Barbieri in 1870, in the National
Library at Madrid. The Cancionero contains many types of songs,
love songs, pastorals and religious songs, the majority of the
texts being in Castillian. Among the many composers represented!
in the book are: Juan de Anchieta, music master to the only son
of Ferdinand and Isabella; Juan Escobar, Francisco Penalosa, alS'
a court musician of Ferdinand; and the great Juan del Enzina,
whose compositions we shall discuss under Villancicos
.
*]
”3. The expressive is the subperiod during which Spain
reached the height of artistic perfection. The evolution which
is observed in the aesthetic theories of this last grand period
of polyphony until the culmination of the 16th century was
parallel to the unfolding of musical form that was gradually
acquiring more beautiful and precise lines, but slowly, as art-
istic transformations are ever realized; v^rhere these new ele-
ments of evolution are based on former organic conquests;
4
native tradition forming itself thus.”
Elustiza, Juan B. Antologia Musical.
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In this connection, Raphael Mitjana says: "At a time v/hen,
j: in all the nations of Europe the principal composers were en-
tirely occupied in displaying their ability in all devices of
counterpoint, the Spaniards concerned themselves above all with
expression, paying attention to the meaning of the words, and
subordinating the musical idea to the poetic text it was in-
5tended to illustrate,"
The organist and composer Antonio de Cabezon is too often
dismissed by musical historians v/ith the terse statement that he
was "a blind organist of the court of Phillip II." Coming one
hundred and fifty years before Bach, his work was equally impor-
tant in the development of polyphony, Pedrell, in the intro-
duction to his edition of Cabezon *s works, bitterly resents the
inaccuracy and casualness of various liters in their treatment
of this composer.
Cabezon ^s compositions include a number of short liturgical
pieces and certain more extensive "tientos" in contrapuntal
style. These tientos are somewhat similar to the preludes or
toccatas of Bach’s time, Riemann describes the word as "a
form of musical work employing continuous points of imitation.
Its literal meaning is akin to the Latin word ’tentamen’, an
attempt, a groping about or a feeling around with a staff of a
blind man. It starts with the idea that the theme appears now
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here and again there without fixity of purpose, and always to
be forced to one side by other entries of the thematic formatior
The most interesting of Cabezon’s works, however, are the
diferencias or theme and variation. V/illi Apel gives them two
claims to our attention: ’’They claim it from the musical stand-
point, because of their wealth of invention, their mastery of
form, and a spiritual beauty yielded by consummate clarity and
seriousness of purpose. They claim it from the historical stand'
point because they are — together with similar works by Spanish
lutenists — the earliest examples of the variation form, the
only form of the period that has continued its life to the
7present day.”
The term ’’Palestrina Style” is familiar in all histories of
early church music. Palestrina himself is in no way responsible
for the style since it antedates his lifetime considerably.
After the time of Okeghem there occurred, in the process of evo-
lution, a complete change in the manner of composing sacred and
secular music. An a cape11
a
style, employing imitation through-
out as its principle, superseded the earlier accompanied vocal
style. This form of composition reached its culmination with
Palestrina, but the most celebrated masters, who really
achieved the ’’style” were forerunners or contemporaries of
116
Riemann, Hugo. History Manual Vol. II, The Period of the
Renaissance,
7 Apel, Willi. Early Spanish Music for Lute and Keyboard
Instruments
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Palestrina. The list of Spanish names in the 16th century
history of the Papal Chapel is surprising. Chief among these
we find Francisco Guererro (15S8-15S9) and Cristobal Morales
(1510-1553), both from Seville.
The art of Morales is particularly Spanish, revealing the
peculiar and individual attitude of the Spanish mind. Morales
himself stated that the object of music was to "give nobility
and austerity to the soul." His work has always been held up as
a model of technical accomplishment, combining a freedom of ex-
pression with clarity of form. A master of the forms and method
of his time. Morales wrote cantatas, motets, madrigals and masse
Cecil Gray says of his work: "Its somewhat forbidding aspect
conceals a vein of sombre intensity which is often exceedingly
8impressive." The popularity of his compositions is attested
to by the fact that in Italy alone, thirteen editions of them
appeared in the same century.
Unquestionably the best knov/n Spanish composer of this
period is Tomas Luis de Victoria, Fnether or not he is the
greatest of the musical Spaniards need not be discussed here.
Victoria was born in 1540, and went to Rome, as had so many of
his predecessors, in 1565. Historians have a fondness for comipa
ing Victoria to Palestrina. Cecil Gray says: "The resemblances
between Palestrina and Victoria, such as they are, are merely
8 Gray, Cecil. History of Music.
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stylistic and idiomatic; in spirit they were worlds apart."
j
I
He then refers to Palestrina as a layman, a musician who vn:ote
1
,
for the church, to Victoria as a priest who happened to v/rite
music, and a man for whom the external world did not exist, his
jj
genius best suited to solemn occasions, P. F. Radcliffe agrees
that Victorians style resembles Palestrina’s, but adds that his
emotions were more exuberant.
I
I
If Victoria’s style resembles that of Palestrina, his
I
spirit was definitely Spanish, J, B. Trend describes him as
[
"Unmistakably and inimitably Spanish — Castillian, even — as
'' 2
,
a conversation between Don Quixote and Sancho Panza," It has
been suggested that this very Spanish expression was what gave
him claim to an independent position in the Papal School and
saved him from becoming just another satellite of Palestrina.
Like Morales, Victoria wrote in every form of sacred music.
In the dedication to a group of his compositions he sets forth
his intention to employ music as a means of pleasantly raising
the mind to contemplation of the divine truth. His full signi-
ficance, however, is revealed in his masses. His Requiem Mass
for the Empress Maria is considered one of the finest works in
all choral literature.
Having traced the music of the "Cathedral" to the point of
its ascendency, let us turn to the more earthly music of the
"Castle" and see what points of contact there may be. The
Cantigas of Alfonso el Sabio of which we have spoken carried
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among its miniatures the pictures of ,1uglares . or wandering
bands of singers, players and Jugglers. It v/as they who were
the inventors of the romances vie.los
.
the long songs dealing
with the deeds of valor of past and current heroes. Short
passages of song were repeated v/ith each stanza as the story un-
folded. The actual melodies are of little interest, their true
value lying in their historical and literary associations and in
the way they were arranged and treated by musicians. The romanc fe
was destined to develop and spread throughout the world in largejf
and more complex forms.
Another form of early secular music was the villancico .
coming from the word villano , which means rustic. These melodieji^
were invented by the village people and were later developed in-
to various forms by the more educated. They constitute the link
between the common people and those of more learning
.
The villancico usually consists of choral part and solo.
The estribo. or refrain, is given to the chorus (or sometimes to
two choruses) while the copla . or verse, is used for solo voices
Beginning as a short composition of about four lines, the villanji
cico later grew into a sort of big anthem for Christmas or some
other festivity. Many of the composers of villancicos vjere
masters of the contrapuntal style, but their aim was to achieve
simplicity and expression rather than to display any wilful arti}-
fice of style in their vn^iting. It is interesting to note the
various influences which predominated in different sections of
;;fi
;
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the country. In the northern part the melodies were definitely
Basque; in the southern section, predominantly Moorish. The
eastern tunes were like those of Provence; in the states of
Leon and Castilla the Moorish and Visigoth were blended to pro-
duce the purely Spanish,
\\Tiereas the French and Italian folk music Y/as concerned
chiefly with the melody, the Spanish secular songs seemed to
combine, like the sacred music of which we have spoken, the
spirit and significance of the words with the characteristic
features of the music. As a musical form, the villancico was to
!
Spain what the lAadrigal was to the rest of Europe.
Gilbert Chase sums up the romances and villancicos thus:
"The interest of these early songs is threefold: musical, lit-
erary and human. They owe no small part of their charm to the
qualities of Castilian poetry, which both in its popiikr and
erudite forms attained in the 15th and 16th centuries a variety
and power of expression that has never been surpassed. From the
human angle, v/e get a more vivid and intimate picture of Spanish
life from these songs than from many ponderous tomes of history.
Spain may have been full of bigotry, fanaticism, persecution anc,
oppression, as the historians assure us, but there is no trace oi
that in these songs, which are a true national manifestation
and which express the joys and sorrows of life with a spontan-
eous and unaffected simplicity that makes them, and the men and
women of whom they sing, live warmly and palpably for us today.
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oldsXio.'to.s-iBflo ©rfj fJdiw sbTO^ ord tc ooni'-oX'txn^^la bna di:'Ii^c,
Dd a^v; -oio.xfit.lXY srid
^
IfiodaoTu' b ^A ,oi-£t/:x oxid lo eoil^b©!
.oqoiuH lo d'i8*i 9£id cd IjGglxb-s:.! ©rid dfiriw rrlfiqB
rsurid Koororigiixy dciB ae onfipo-r orid qu anua aaBriO diedlxO
~dil ,aJ30xauGi :-bXcl©oif(d at agooa x-£dBO saeri'd Ic d30o:©dn£ erfT^
srfd od KdBrfo ‘itorfd lo d*iBq XXcina on owo ^;er{T , aficiori fona ^xcbio
brffi ndiiHoq adi nl: ddod rloinw ,\‘.docq njailtdenD lo aoedixBUp
vrdyi'iev & aoloodnoo r-dXX bns f^ddl oxfd cif boxf.toddfi a;i-'Tol odtbi/ns
3fld xoTi . beor.iiq'^tua ao&cT lexerr £.60 vtfi/<.d .£iot£s©idxo lo i©\7oq bns
*"IetnBqS lo 9'indo.t'i ©dBfn.idnL brifi bxv siccf £ deg .©.Igrifi nsM.tri
.Y'lodEir; lo courod auotebnoq- noo;! rrBrfd 2gnc 8 oeerfd .no*il olil
noldooeaioc ^-uatoidBanl ,Y,Ydo§td lo Ilnl neocf evfid ybch ntBq8
to soB'rd on at oierfd dncT ,?,o s'fjqaaB 3hfi t'lodatn erid an ^xiolaae’iqqo
noxdBdaoli'nfi® .Q^aoidr%n sund e sib flotrirr eaerld nt dBr'd
-fTBdnoqa b ddiv/ olr.I lo awo'cioa briB ^^dd aaoiqjxe doxrtv bn£
bn.s nftfff ©fid bfuj
^
;i©fld aeJlBW dxjild &6do©llBrTf; bna anoo




On the artistic side, as a final summing up we can do no better
than quote the words of one of the keenest and best informed
among the present day historians of music (Lang) v/ho vn?ites that
these songs ^disclose a musical art of such grace and finish as




One word must be said about the cante hondo and the cante
flamenco , which played an important part in folk music of Anda-
lucia. The word hondo means deep, and the cante hondo dealt
with the tragic side of life. The melody is usually restricted
to the compass of a 6th, with much repetition of one note which
is decora.ted melodically. Cante flamenco is a term applied
especially to gipsy music. The origin of the adjective has been
disputed. The word flamenco means Flemish, but there can be no
question of Flemish origin or influence here. The gipsies enterj^d
Spain in the 15th century and adopted the music of Spain, adding
to it a wildness and exaggeration in the manner of performance.
The gipsy people were much looked doim upon, and the term flamen
CO was probably used as an expression of derision, since during
this time the Spanish were apt to hate anything Dutch. There is
a noticeable difference in the vocal tone quality of the Andalu-
sian gipsies, which was more like an oboe than like the flute
quality of voices in other parts of Spain.
The national instrument of Spain was the vihuela. much
like the guitar of today. There were originally three types:
'ijjoi'n or OL n/30 .lEnX*! i? ,si'i:2 oi:^K orii-
i>oiiioi!!i bsi^ Brener;! Siict lo eao *ic EJb'XOTT ©r'd- ©o0.r;p.
(t-t-nj Oflw ojuR^'j J.o eaj:TX‘Jo:f'E til <,f^b c^n©B9Tq Qdcf j^aoits
Rr> n'r-t'rfi'i i'Tui oojtiq
^3 ifoa?, io j*XB I.Poi;ecj:3 b eecIoBib’ egrcoi osori^
-Bx>'^in9E sn’cf *10 enoid-Bfi X.por'iLTaT j]nx-0£Ol srf,J ononis ai'^qo ^scfr-xelo
, sonBE
9wji;-2 9r/o ijriB obnof-' gdrrxo ofiu ctr/odB tlBH eri Jb'iov snO
-BbiiA *10 oisuifl iiloi ni c^ixiq d’nBct'xoqjffj.i: /xb Poyslq fic.i:>iw t^cxiLl§.-li£LQ
:^Ib90 obnc\n' 3 r''Oi.r; eriv!" o.brior' Xj'Xov/ erfT .bIouI
bcjOX‘ijt"r)"x YXiBfJBt; ci vjbola.a sriT .©‘iiX Ic eXXa oXjjb'ic?' en;t rid'i'A'
r-Ioxrlw aJ-on ono Mo ‘:!o.|-^ici9Q©i rloirni ^.iJQ b Mo SRBqarco srrd-
boil RB .caisq ^ eb r^o noaoIM ^:^ c:bO
.
yXX^c bboloo bsq-^iooeb ai
jnso-i ?-b4 Gvbo oo^bB ef.-a Mo atfil'io edl ,oiauin Yacrb'a oci- YilBbooqas
crt" 00 HBO c xed^ jocf ^riebirtoXX .nBosi conoft^IM bnow edT .bs^uqsxb
-.
. . i
•f i'f"bqpouno coiiE^L?. or'T .o-rorl oorino'lMnJ: to nbgi'ic rfsbrcoIT: Mo qc.t;t^9x;p
Mfiibbs ^alBqCL Mo oxExrfn ed& bsMqobjs brsB x^n;^as>o rfcJ-SI erfj nx
.
oonsK’ioMisq Mo lonfiBLn oriM ni f:oxbB*X9S^,BX9 tns esonbli • b cJ-x cb
• |(rs.aB TM x'loJ' erfd- bn*? ^no.qcr mob boiiool rfonsi ei-ow oXqooq Yaqi^ oifi'
^rrl'i..;b aonlu .noceineb Mo aoXaeoniiXO nn or> bfsecr vXbBdo'xq xbw 22
2i G‘XG:iT .xiOd'trC BnXxid'Y^U’’ ob£x{ od" qqs ono-v dalrtsqQ 9dS cmxb airld
-L'XBbiA oriv io enoct Iboov exi:t rtX oona^oMMXb cX<4eooId-bn s
sdiLn odd' M/liX rjjsdo eodo rtgi o:?iiX o'Ioih ad'^7 doXrfvv ^BoXcgbs rBla
.xiXi;q8 Mo eMxBq qorl^c nt esoiov Mo
ifouai ,x L. '. ’dlv qjXX sbv; nbjsqS Mo drtei'irxiitgax XxnoiqBn siIT
99ix!q YliBfiigiio o'low snsiiT .Y^bcd- Mo xod-iu's sild" pTixX
vlhuela de pendola . which was plucked with a plectrum; vihuela
de arcg, a bowed instrument; and vihuela de mano. played with
the hand. The vihuela is closely related to the lute, both
while the vihuela has a flat back. It was the instrument of the
aristocracy and was as common in Spain as the piano is in our
country today. The four-stringed guitar was the instrument of
the middle class.
The vihuela holds a place of importance in the 16th century
in that it was instrumental in adding to the horizontal idea of
counterpoint the vertical aspect of harmony. It was impossible
to play all the notes used in vocal composition, they must simply
be suggested.
An outstanding composer of the 16th century was Lufs Milan.
Born during the last decade of the 15th century, he stands at the
head of the vihuelistas of the early 16th, Entirely self-taught
,
Mil^ wrote and printed a complete system for playing the vihuel ii
in addition to much music for the instrument. The notation was
by numbers instead of notes, but employed a series of musical
staves much like ours, the numerals referring to the frets, the
length of the note represented by minims, crochets, etc. It was
at that time* the most accurate form of musical notation in ex-
istence.
*
The most prominent composer of the reign of Ferdinand and
Isabella was Juan del Enzina, 1468-1529, Although he was a
having come from the Arabic "al*ud"
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priest, he never wrote religious rnusic. In the Cancionero
Musical he has sixty-eight composition^ all secular. Enzina is
prominent from the standpoint both of literature and of music.
For some years he was connected v/ith the house of Alba. There
he wrote musical entertainments for performance in the Duke’s
home, setting his own poems to music. He is also regarded as
the founder of the Spanish drama. The ’’Golden Age” of the drama
which followed in the next century employed music throughout.
The plays of Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina and Calderon make
use of muslcos . v/hich appear at intervals in nearly every play
and are generally included in the written cast of characters.
DI
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1III, Pre-Cortesian Indian Music
The first inhabitants of the New World were the American
Indians. Just when they came to this continent, or how, is not
known definitely. There would appear to have been three dis-
tinct migrations: one coming dovm the western coast, one throug
the central portion of the continent, and another from the east,
across the Gulf of Mexico,
Ceramics, metal figures and musical instruments found in
Mexico as a whole show very diverse origins. In Colima and
Nayarit are found traces of the Egyptian type of flute and the
huehuetl . or drum, is found in Africa. The plumed serpent,
ancient ssrmbol of the Indians, is probably from China, the ser-
pent on the Aztec Calendar Stone having cla?rs similar to those
of the Chinese dragon. The pentatonic scale, to which most of
t he indigenous instruments are tuned, is also that of China.
Teponaztll and conchs are found in the western Pacific. The
feather dance of H^acullxochitl, the Aztec god of Music, is like
that of Bali and the bracelet of feathers worn by the chiefs is
I
that of Polynesia. The Nahuas got fire from striking fling as '
the Esquimeaux did, whereas the Toltecs, to the east, rubbed
,
sticks together.
Traces of primitive culture throughout the western part of






1 Breaking up into small groups they separated from each other,
|
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each community establishing its culture, often very dissimilar
to that of its neighboring groups. Occupations varied and
m?i;28 C)‘ToO-eT': .III
ci(^ .bl'ic- •'3 vi ?rict lo oJ-ai',.tide;ir<!: .t'l-rxi erii'
i-.*: t,:
.
vc^. i-v cd- Dtir^o 'ieid^ daul .Bnid.Lbjt"
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.
id-Qurlotxd
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silT .oilxoB^" nned"3.;' edd ni brxirol sdonoo bnB x idnsnocfoT
odil :.J .oisi/.t lo bog o^d.^A erit .IdldoorcIxnofiM lo oonxib nendBel
ai ;,x9xr3 0 edd. vd nnow s'lexldsol lo doIeoB’id exld fens i.CBfi lO jBxfd
SB :fi;il gnx?JJtnd3 'iio'i'l pnil dog 9ii? . Biaorr^Iol lo dBrlct
jbtyidnn arid od ,30ed..oT $/ij Bsenedv,' ,blij siid
. terldegod e^'oxds
lo dn.bi nnedsorr er'd irrod y/cndd enridlj/o e"io ioin'-i lo seosiT
.rido'^ 3 \Ru nt0X‘j bo>I'io"' sne^jco/ren odd d£rid v/orla dnonidnco orid
,nBddp filro ticnl bad.i'iBvre^ podd aqucng JSmp. odi^i qo §ni:-d-ei.:
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dialects became distinct according to geographical locations,
but the groups seem generally to have retained their Old World
beliefs in supernatural forces and beings. Although their gods
were called by different names, they were allotted practically
the san:e powers and each tribe had a god of music and the dance.
The musical instincts of all peoples have expressed them-
selves first in a rude combination of song and dance. The first
musical instruments of any race were the crude drums used to mai
the rhythm of melodies sung by dancers. Gradually the human
voice was replaced by instruments of one kind or another. Just
when the use of these instruments was introduced to assist the
voice in the accompaniment of dancing we cannot say. The Indiar
although they had achieved a sort of hieroglyphic writing w^hich
served to keep records of their outstanding deeds of combat had
not even evolved an alphabet, and certainly had no musical nota
tions. Records of v/ritten Indian music therefore are out of the
question. Even the songs which Fray Sahagun took downi from the
singing of some of the more intelligent Indian lads in his schoo
and sent home to Spain have been lost. They are probably bidder
in some of the archives.
If, then, we are to take the native instruments of the Ind-
ians as our starting point, let us describe them:
Huehuetl . This was a hollow cylinder of wood standing up-
right. The lower part was cut zigzag, the upper part covered
with a cured skin, usually that of a serpent. The tautness of
f-ct ^ntbT.y'jT) r?t06,: r.f£)
bX’ir:'" j. V .’i/'J ^i'ii e’v;-' ocJ li-oa 3V£;;/';o ^i‘d- :!r*d
cbOo ‘iK^: :i .:-^,rir'-d £)n;=; :,eo‘:rc‘^ £;-'££;o^;:'‘!;os^:^ ai: r'xc.|„
t'3dd'L>ll£; o'lO’Y .?r5<:ij;.i j\';-3'Xf'i liii ycf boiled' ‘:-‘i:/ .'
bnxi o ‘io boj^ x; ;.;.r r rbi-iJ bovio DrL3 iri'xo oq ';i ,..'35 er/c)"
bcaoi>':"i'<9 j^-'lQde><3; .[1.3 bo ^vJ-oai: LsiOlE:s"\ onT
horil vr;b , ‘O.ia'.i: ..r-~ ';io aoxj ji!'xXd;';oo ebm x. ah bv,‘ir..t'i :. 9yIo^
i;: '. 'jj- boLL' ; ojj*:; sruoo a.d.d' sbOvV cri bx yiifi lo ochiciiouu c,nx loolir/.vf
ns;u;.i sod yiuYb-oiO .•:‘iooox;fc ^.d B^.-iboIofir lo lY'dynx soo
iojjb .aorfbafi,! 'lo briid ;:rio bo • dnoibc;'iJ-ori£ ycf beojl-^ob o.o'.v eoJLov
cdJ- cfeigc j od beoirijc'!:/.'-!.!' fi9 Ufxda'-ii; ooyffb Lt'xr ci{x' noxi'v/
i.yllaL ei'iy .y.vY. .7c .rri.o0 t>v» ^YibocBb bo i" oo^ arid .ib 9oio7'
fioxfi't :'ivr obdyyl^cMoxrf 1<- oioo o b -vsfjioB baa yorW ri^rjOidJ-lB
bod .b d':',o bo ?i)osb 3nlhn,iJ-:.i-xjo x.laiCd lo obioo.^i iooy od- ri: v'i:;3
. d-o:' i._>oi?:irM on b.^;I ylii... j-io*:' aaa .d-edMqljs a*2 bov.LOVO ivcyx dr-n
rib ic .tL'c oio o*'ro’i9x‘‘.rA.:‘ :uo:p7 o...:i'..0-il nobd.lT^ bo obboooH
H
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1 the skin regulated the inteUvSity of sound. There were three
sizes of huehuetl






v,'ar, being audible for a distance of eight to ten kilometers.
Teponaztli . Also of hollow wood and cylindrical in shape,
this was placed horizontally, and often represented a crouching
form, human or animal, ingeniously decorated with carving.
Narrow grooves were cut on the top side in the form on an elong-




Gabriel Saldivar gives an interesting legend of the coming !
I
of music to the Mexicans. Tradition has it that in the olden
days two priests went to the dwelling of the Sun God to ask for
singers and instruments with which to honor their dead heroes
and ease their sorrow. The Sun God had no time for them and for^r
bade his servants to listen to them or to answer their pleas. :
After a time, two of the members of his court were so moved by
i
their story that they had pity of them and jpoke to them. As a
penalty for disobedience the two priests were cast out of heaven,
and once upon earth they took the forms of the huehuetl and the
tenonaztli . Born thus, their music has always been sad and mel-!;
ancholy, since it was composed of sighs torn from those T/ho had ;
i
been cast out of the realm of the Sun. These two instruments
I
were rapidly reproduced throughout the countries of Anahuac and
|
passed to the Isthmus and Yucatan.
Atecocolli . This was a large conch, a natural product of
e-ieriT .Dnucs *10 ^ilP.^'Tcdr^i: erii ts:?^5lui9tr alv.-a srfo
3oa:'ci\!\i: cj i.?F,u , [ y-ts kf/igii .df •sa -u :j , Cd'otr'ic-'wK io ?,esi:2
cj lo sors^jct-iif’ b 'to’l &Idj:f>us "^citsrr-
. 3 rtj. li'tox'ir.axl'/o bcuB bocrr ’.7C Ciori "^o QP.-Lk . f..f j-?.pgou sT
§cjiilor/o'i9 £ b9ctaf;2eT:(9‘i ns.lUc ^n.6 ^xrxl bs'osiT bjem e±f‘vj
.'^nrvTBo n^i-v boJ’i.-xx'oax) vlKuoxae^ni: lo cisfauxi .j-iol
-jicrolp Xv no .nno'i sdcf oi sola qGcf- odd- ao jr^o s-ioyi e^voo'xji wo'inBK
Ic zbaod jinivsri svoIuH. d&tv: xorincfs q'Ibv^ saiJsaOvt orfd i/fiB
. nedcfi:;*-:
odd- lo siir.JaB'isd’ni: riB ssvi'^ nsviljLBS lex'icfBO
LV^lo odj ai. ;tJ: asxl noJ;.tx£>B'iT ,Enjsoxx9x 94^ cd- oiziS'Ji 1o
nol JisjB ocJ- Loxi auB erfd- xo aaiXIsv/b erld- od dnsw ad’aaxnq ord-
aeo^isfi bBob 'ibedd nonofl od- rloirlw jrfd'iT/ ad'na.uirndan.i hrus an^^nir,
'ic'^. -ns Jiorfd no*i on I>sfi boi?/ nn3 sifT .’.vonnoa nisrld' sano ins
.2b9Xq florid 'le'j'iCxB od no irisnd o? nod-aii od adnFvnea sir! sbsd
I
vd bevora ce encr^ dn>7oo e.td lo aned/asia srid 7o orrd ^9»aid b nodlA
B oA .'T?©r,Ar od ,frXcn^ ixiB csedd lo Ydx.i- OBri Aerid dsfJd 'qnode nloffd
n-'vceri lo j( ^ daso enow odeaxTo c:7d odd sonsibsdoaxb nol 'cdlsneg
odd bni. Id ‘^n;d :^ffd orid lo o-Tinol odd d.ood Yodd" iidnso noqu oono bn^
i C’fi^ b£<; naed a\BvvlB s£ii oir.t/iu nien'd ,'^j'jdd nno^I . cldaB nooed
bad odw 9<,odd ..!onl nncd sd^ia lo nesoA/coo asv; dc sonl^
pdazfnu'sdaat owd er.sdT odd lo xXsen edd Ic duo daso neod
h:iB OBUfterUi lo aaindm/oo edd duodgucndd beouboiqo'i Ylbiqsn ’s'leo
.nsduouY. ^)fiB aujnddal odd od beasfiq
lo douf)on^ iB'mdBct 5 idonco 9§nfil b bbv!^ aidT . lI/oocioedA
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the sea, mother-of-pearl outside and highly burnished and of a
deep rose color inside. The shell was pierced at the sharp end
of the spiral and blown v;ith the lips like a trumpet, the sound
being deep and hoarse.
Tzicahuaztli . A large bone, often a human femur, with
cross notches carved in it, this v/as scraped with a small shell
and made a brilliant rasping sound. It was used as a rhythmic
accompaniment
.
Tlanitzalli . Similar to the modern ocharina, this instru-
ment had four holes, two on each side, which were stopped and ur,
stopped by the index and third fingers like a flute. Two small€
holes on the bottom were stopped by the thumbs. Some examples
had the mouthpiece bifurcated and produced two sounds simultan-
eously. Another example of the flute had four canes stuck to-
gether with clay like a syrinx vd.th the mouthpiece also bifur-
cated. The flutes had a range of two and a half octaves, the
smaller ones starting a fifth higher than the large ones.
Avacachtli . A hollow gourd filled with small stones, this
rhythmic instrument, shaken as the natives danced, is still
widely used today.
V/ierd indeed was the ensemble which accompanied the v*rar
dances of the Indians, and strange were the sounds v/hich may
have equaled their rude weapons of war in inspiring fear in the
hearts of their conquerors.
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Saville, wTiting in the American Anthropologist (1897) gives a
I cut of six ancient Mexican instruments, in one of v/hich he mainn
tains the player to be holding a bovir. In his book on Maya Art, !
H. J. Spinden uses the same cut, stating that the instrument is
j;
a tortoise shell. Since there are many tortoise shells in use
!
I
as musical instruments even today, Mr. Spinden is probably rightj
The construction of the pre-Cortesian instruments has led
'
I
those taking part in archeological research to conclude that thel
I
primitive m^usic must have been largely pentatonic. Vicente T.
! Mendoza says: ^The most widely diffused type of melody which we'
find in the native song is markedly descending. The songs
I
nearly always begin in the high range of the voice (generally
falsetto). After one or two undulations they descend, first to
the central range where the principal motive of the song is
[
repeated, then continue to the lowest range of the male voice *
to end on the tonic, or the note selected as such,
^’Seventy percent of the scales are pentatonic and at least
!
I
fifty percent of these pentatonic scales are lacking in semi-
tones, (descending do-la-sol-mi-re-do). The primitives instinct-p
ively employed two minor thirds causing a superficial sadness,
[
but to those accustomed to its use, these tones are capable of !
i
I
expressing, with their scarce number of sounds, every effect !
from the most austere severity to the most suggestive lyricism.^
9 Mendoza, Vicente T. Musica precolombiana de America,
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The religion of the Indians was a matter of daily celebra-
tion, Dances and their accompanying music were religious. Men
dizabal says: ”If we look at the existing documents we find a
"...songs of the young men v:ere songs and dances in which they
sang some love songs, endearing and expressive as are sung today
Certainly both religious and secular festivals v/ere accom-
panied by music and the dance, which necessitated musicians of
all types. Schools existed where all musical subjects were
rigidly taught. The director had to be familiar with all of the
instruments used, their construction and tuning as well as their
execution. The tuning of the instruments was not mathematical
but practical. In making their flutes, for instance, the mouth-
piece was made first and baked; the rest of the flute was then
made and the holes added and tried out for precision while the
clay 7ms still damp. Some flutes have been found which had un-
mistakable signs of having the first holes plugged up and new
ones cut. They may not have known the "why" of acoustics, but
they were experts.
total lack of love songs. Duran, on the other hand, says:
when one rejoices."^^
^^Mendizabal, Miguel. Los cantares y la musica indigena, las
canciones y bailables populares de Mexico.
^^Duran, Fray Diego. Historia de las Indias de Neuva Espana y
las Islas de Tierra.
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The mlxcoacalli was the house v/here the musical instruments
were kept. Once a year there was a feast to the God of Music
which only the musicians were allowed to attend. Offerings to
this god must be musical instruments. It was for the honor and
pleasure of those who had to do with music and special v/ines
and tobaccos were reserved for this occasion.
Such, then, varying according to tribe and location, but
always with the samie central idea of a true God of Music, was
the musical life of Indian Mexico. Tribal differences and simi-
larities will be discussed later.
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IV. The Coming of the Conquerors
It has been said of those who came from Spain to the New
World that they were prompted by one of three purposes — Gold,
Glory or Gospel. Certain it is that a spirit of conquest in
combination with a fanatical religious zeal led to one of the
most disgraceful chapters in the history of the Old World. The
desire to master the colonies and the fear that allov/ing them tc^
continue their own manner of living and v/orshipping might delay
their final capitulation resulted in the destruction of every
trace of Aztec art. Thus we must base our comparisons on the
nature of vdiat little Indian music can be found today and on th^
pre-Cortesian instruments.
Rodney Gallop writes of the music of Indian Mexico: "Althc^
the nature of the Aztec court music will never be definitely
established, it is very doubtful whether the Indians were a mor^
natural singing-race than they are today. Scarcely, if ever,
does song seem to rise spontaneously to the lips of the Mexican
Indian. There is something in the soft, closed, abstract char-
acter of these Indians which it seems can never externalize it-
self in song. Just as music vms a servant of religion in pre-
Cortesian times, so, today, as a general rule, music m>ay be
heard only in association with the survival of ancient rites.”
The conquistadores found a people of whose life religion
was the essence and impulse; hence they found a native expressicfb
.IS!
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12 Gallop, Rodney. The Music of Indian Mexico.
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which was, to them, entirely foreign; for religion cannot live
without music. If the Indian sang seldom, his song was, from
the very nature of its birth, different from any the Spaniards
had ever known, Carlos Chavez, himself a descendant of those
Indians, has described their music thus: ”It is not a music
which impbres, entreats or supplicates in accord with a properly
religious sense, but is, on the contrary, one which aims to im-
pose itself vdth power and energy on superior forces. In this
connection it is to be noted that all the indigenous instruments
— drums, teponaztli, flutes — belong to strong, energetic and
active music and would never have been native to a bland, roman-
tic type of musical expression. The expressive conditions of
pre-Cortesian instruments coincide v/ith and confirm the general
moral characteristics of the race: Stoicism, vigor, persistence
13
of effort and esthetic sensitivity.”
With what curiosity, then, must the Aztecs have received
the strange new music of the invaders, vdth its long phrases and
small intervals! A musical tradition so strongly rooted and so
complete as theirs could not easily be torn out by the conquer-
ing nation. Music played an important part in the conquest of
the natives of New Spain. The pageantry of the Catholic mass
was exaggerated to conform to their sense of display. The Ind-
ians were allowed to sing their songs, but they must first be
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that they would not sing anything profane. The names of their
j
pagan gods 7/ere replaced by those of saints. Among the first to
I
write any history of the arts in Mexico was Fra. Bernardino
I .
Sahagun. He says of the Indian songs: ’’They sing their ancient
songs they used to sing in the times of idolatry, not all, but
many of them and nobody understands what they say. Their words
are incomprehensible. If they do sing some of the songs com-
posed after their conversion, speaking of God and the Saints,
14these songs are full of irrelevancy and heresy,”
The missionaries, who always accompanied the conquistadores
were the first to acquaint the natives Y/ith the new music. The
first school founded in ”New Spain” v/as that of Fray Pedro Gante
Here the Indians were taught reading and Yjriting, music and song
In their own schools they had been taught dancing and the manag-
ing of the instruments which accompanied the dance, but Fray Jua(i
Caro vfas to bring them the music of the conquerors. Hoy; differ-
ent it must have seemed to learn, by rote, melodies of praise
and adoration to strange gods when their ears and hearts were
accustomed to spontaneous expressions of reverence for their own
deities I The enforced change was slow and was never very com-
plete, as witness the fact that in many isolated villages there
remains to the present time worship of the gods of the Sun and
14 Sahagun, Fray Bernardino. History of Mexico.
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of Fire
The 16th century saw the arrival of no less than seven
monastic groups, among them the Dominicans in 15S6, the Augus-
tinians in 1533, the Jesuits in 1570 and the San Benitos in 1590
i
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With each church was started a school of music, Torquemada, in
I
'one of the earliest histories of the ’’New World” says: ’’The
I
first thing the Indians learned to sing ?7as the Mass of Our
I
Lady which begins ’Salve Sancta Parents’. There is no village
of 100 people which does not have singers v/ho officiate in Massed
and their Evensong of canto de drgano, with their minstrels and
15instruments of m.usic,”
If the missionaries were introducing sacred music into the
enforced religion of the natives and converting them to a nevr
form and mode of singing, the secular element vfas also entering
into the life of the Indians, probably with much less effort on
the part of the conquerors. As early as 15S5 we have a notice
of a dancing master in the City of Mexico who vms a ”player of
the vihuela and teacher of the dance.” Four years after the
arrival of Hernando Cortes there were over tv^enty thousand colo-
nists in Mexico. Glory had had its day after the death of Moc-
tezuma and the subsequent subjugation of his people. Gospel
'must now vie with Gold in the ambitions of the newcomers. To
the percussion instruments of the Indians were now added the
15
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guitars, harps and violins of their conquerors, strings and bows
introducing an entirely new idea into their musical lives. It
did not take the Indians long to copy these new instruments and
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V. The Music of Individual Tribes
The distribution of the remnants of the principal Indian
tribes of Mexico today will be found on the accompanying map.
Many expeditions have been made into the interior for the purp-
ose of gathering music from these tribes. Much remains to be
done but some of the more interesting findings will be given her
As with all primitive peoples, there is a wide-spread leg-
end concerning the Good Spirit and the Bad Spirit, The Bad Spir]!
seems pretty generally to be represented by the coyote , while
the Good Sprit varies in representation. Among the Apaches,
Papagos, Seris and Yaquis the symbol is the Venado (deer). The
Tarahumaras, Tepehuanes, Coras and Huicholes worship the Fire
God, and farther south and east, with the Tarascos, Otomies and




These two tribes will be found to be very similar to the
tribes of Southern California and Arizona.
Seris
(2 )
The Seris are a proud race, believing themselves to be half
gods. They despise other tribes and do not cross with them in
marriage. Very numerous during the Conquest, they are nov/ dis-
appearing, The Seris are, with the possible exception of the
Lacandones, the most primitive of the Mexican Indians; living by
hunting and fishing (often drinking the warm blood of their kill|.
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Ij they are still canabalistic , They adore the "Father Sun" and
I
ii
: "Mother Moon" but their principal gods are the pelican and the
jj




j; than dancing, their songs being rich, clear and abundant. The ‘
M
I
principal instrument is the Ee->nang
. a monochord v/hich is tapped
ji with a stick and used as a rhythmical instrument rather than
j: bowed. Rhythms are very similar to the Yaqui^s but the form is
i;






a. El viento alegre - six tone
i
i
b. La llorona - from the Isla de Tiburon
|
c. El coyote est^ cantando - From the legend of the
|
Venado and the Coyote.
|
Four-tone; do-mi-fa-la.




An expedition to the Yaquis in 1932, made by Francisco
Dominguez, under the Seccion de Educacion Publica, established
five types of Yaqui music:
A. Aboriginal Yaqui songs.
B. Melodies from the legend of the Venado and Coyote
accompanied by flutes and various percussion instru
ments — rasps, drums, gourds and water gourds, the
rhythm in general being:
Raspador J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J
Jfcara J~] J~] J~J
Jbnjb "fi,uc;
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,..»or rn rn ni rn
jfcara de agua J J J J
Illustrations given are:
.
d. Cancion del coyote - Built on two tones, this
uses a free alternate 8
and 3 rhythm.
e. Venado Bura - Pentatonic, alternate 8 and 3
rhythm
,
f. Tehabari (capullo de mariposa) - four-tone,
alternate 8 and 3 rhythm.
The Venado speaks to the
butterfly (tenabari):
’’This is the butterfly
Vdiich is perched upon a tree
The wind blows
And the tree shakes.”
g. Chuparosa (hunmiingbird) - four tone
C. Liturgical chants - principally in the Gregorian
mode, in Spanish and Latin.
’’Je^'sus tan afligido” is Ionic and belongs to
those taught by the
Jesuits.
”Venir pecadores” is built on the tetrachord
do-si-la-sOl in thirds.
’’Laudate puerin domini”. In Latin, this is built
on the pentachord do-re-
rai-fa-sol
.
D. Mestizo and Criollo
’’Danza de Pascua” is accompanied by European
instruments (harp and
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Holy V/eek. The feeling ojq
the dance is that of bur-
lesque and clowning . The
rhythm is well defined.




The Tarahumaras have always been a pacific race and at the
coming of the Spaniards they backed up into the mountains, liv-
ing in caves on the eastern side of the Sierra and in the Vallej^
of Chihuahua. Later on they accepted Christianity but have al-
ways been most conservative and still retain many of their ori-
ginal customs. In addition to the Sun, Moon and Fire Gods they
worship the Jfculi, a very small cactus. This they hunt with
bows and arrov/s, often making long journeys in search of it.
Once located, arrows are shot into the ground on either side,
and the jiculi is then covered with a .ifcara . a bowl made from
the lower half of a gourd. The bowl is tapped by a stick in the|
hand of the kneeling Indian, and being addressed in very apolo-
getic terms, is invited to the home of the Indian. A very small!
portion of this ifculi
.
dried and chewed, has a most stimulating
effect
.
The Tarahumaras early borrowed the violin from the Spaniard]
Their instruments are usually made of pine and may be rude, but
they are indispensible.
There are three classes of songs; love songs (those sung by!
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the women are usually better), songs in which the animals speak,
|
and religious songs and dances of the .if'culi , Of the latter,
the two most used are the Rutuburi and Yumare dances. The Rutu-
buri is a serious dance calling to worship of the Sun and in re- :
quests for rain. It is accompanied by much drinking of tezqulno
and chewing of the jfculi, from each of which they gain reslstan:
to continue the dance for incredible periods of time. It is alsc
used in giving thanks for a bountiful harvest. The Yumare is
danced just before sunrise and is a farewell dance, also used to
ask for a plentiful harvest the next year.
h. Rutuburi - four tones, irregular combinations of
2 and 3 rhythm.
i. Yumare
The Coras and Huicholes
(V)
The Coras and Huicholes are warlike tribes and have always
hated the whites. Their culture is similar to that of the Aztec^i
the gods being almost the same, with the addition of the Jiculi .
Both tribes are musical and employ song and dance accompanied by






The dances are more animated and vivacious than the other
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tribes and their scales seem more recent than the old pentatonic
Mitote al Jiculi - an animated dance, wide range
with skips.
k. Cancic^n de la Iluvia - Song to the Rain
l. El aguila va encima de nosotros - The Huicholes are
very fond of the eagle and use
the eyes, claws, etc. in their
profuse decorations.
m. El zapote - wide range, uneven rhythm.
The Tarascos
(8 )
The State of Michoac^n, home of the Tarasco tribe, was the
region first influenced by the Spanish. A very sensitive and
artistic people with great pride of race, they have produced
many singers and composers. Indigenous flutes here were penta-
tonic but are the only examples of the whole tone, c-d-e-f#-g#.
The rhythm of the music of the Mchoacan is lighter, the
melody lyrical, more tender and refined, showing strong influenc
of Extremadura. The phrases are irregular but long, following
no rigid form, using figures of two, three and four notes, repe-
tition of motifs and particularly the use of sequences, this
having come direct from the Spanish Gregorian,
n. Las cuatro estrellas - This may refer to four
original groups which united
to form the present tribe,
or possibly to the Southern
Cross
.
o. Mali Francisca - From the Island of Janitzio in
Lake Patzcuaro, Here the




Probably the oldest inhabitants of the country are the
Otomf tribe. Their origin is uncertain but their art and lang-
uage (which is well developed and still in use) are similar to
the Briton, more European than Asiatic, Otomf gods are similar
to the gods of the Aztecs, Gods of Wind, Water, Earth and Fire,
and, like the Aztecs, their culture v;as among the first to dis-
appear with the coming of the Spaniards, They were quick to
imitate the instruments of their conquerors and the melodies
collected show a definite Spanish influence.
p, Cancic^h de cuna - rhythm irregular, ?dth the custom-
ary grouping of 2 and 3. Use of
sequence.
q. Bima Maud^.
The Mixtecas and Zapotecas
(10 and 11)
The Mixteca and Zapoteca tribes are usually thought of to-
gether but should not be confused. The Mixtecas are the ’Uulen of
the Clouds” living in the sierras and probably had rather close
contact with the Aztecs, They are artists, peaceful and docile,
their codices full of brilliant colors. The Zapotecas are the
people of the plains, probably of Totemic origin; they claim to
have fallen from the sky in the form of birds and think that
they become animals after death. They aire not artists but
brusque warriors.
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of the indigenous melodies have been collected. The two great
tribes succumbed early to the Spanish, and Dominican influence
^predominates there. Everything in the state is done ”to music,”
orchestras accompanying all forms of rite and entertainment.
They may be bad, because of poor instruments or poor tuning, but
they are there. The instruments used are both indigenous and
Spanish, the Oaxacan marimbas being the best in the country.
Many of their melodies have as a theme the sounds made by animal!
the canary, the coyote, the hawk,
r. Zamani - A ’’flower song” probably a love song, quie'
lilting rhythm,
s. Cancic^n Zapoteca - ’’The Mangy ?i?hite Dog”. This has
a wide range, the long, held note is sung




The Lacandones are a Totem race, very backward and inac-
cessible, Tall, thin, regular featured, they have a somewhat
Jewish look. Their music is very rare and is primitive and
difficult, having a slight Mayan influence. Their sanctuaries
are well hidden in low caves and under tropical vegetation. The
principal deity is the Fire God. ”Kak.” their instruments tepon-
aztli. turtle shells and flutes.
t. Canto a Kak - This is a chant, on the order of our
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of vowel sounds between the consonants








The Yucatan Peninsula is the home of the Mayas, Nothing is
known of their origin. Some anthropologists think they caice
from the Orient, others that they are a branch of the Toltecs.
Columbus found here huge canoes which must have had commerce wit.
the West Indies.
The organization of the primitive schools of song and dancei
was similar to that of other tribes. The head of the school v/as
called ”Hol-pop,” Their instruments vjere flutes, turtle shells
and sonaias (rattles) and a large trumpet made from palm leaves,
u. Canto a Chanquin






Alfred M, Tozzer says: ”In the popular conception ’Aztec’
embraces all civilized peoples of Mexico, including those as fai
north as Nev; Mexico and Arizona, the Aztecs being to the Mexicar.
v/hat the Incas are to South America. The term should be used ir.
10
a much more limited sense.” Acccording to Mr. Tozzer, the
s
16 Tozzer, Alfred M. The Domain of the Aztecs and their Relatior
to the Prehistoric Cultures of Mexico.
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Aztecs, with eig ht related tribes, are supposed to have left
Azatl^n betT/een 1165 and 1195 and to have arrived in the Valley
of Mexico early in the 14th century. From there on, their his-
tory is fairly definite and reliable, but we have no reason to
believe that Aztec domain or influence extended for any length
of time south of the present boundaries of Mexico, On a group
of islands near the shore of a large lake (near the site of the
present Mexico City) they founded their capital, Tenochtitlan,
This, then, was the first culture to be destroyed by the
conquerors, and no remnants have been found, V/e do know that
they had temples for the worship of their God of Music, and prob
ably the most interesting phase of Aztec music is centered about
this god, Macuilxochitl, Certainly it is significant that the
Folklore Society of Bifexico has chosen the accompanying figure
on page 49 (taken from the Codice Borbonice, now in the Paris
Library) as their insignia, feeling that it represents the musi-
cal spirit of the Aztecs and other primitive tribes, as well as
the sentiment of today.
The God Miacuilxochitl (macuil — five, xochitl — flov/ers)
is significant of the sensuousness of the indigenes, decking
their persons, their houses, temples and altars with fragrant
flowers. This is symbolized by the five blossoms appearing
around the mouth. The oyohualli, ^ breast-
plate of shell hanging from a chord around his neck characterize
the dance, the heartshape signifying joy, and at the same time
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QUE PRESIDE EL CANTO, LA MUSICA Y LA DANZA

adding a touch of the feicimne. Only those who had to do with
the dance were allov/ed to wear this. The vertic^al huehuetl
which the god is playing shows his porition as a conductor of
groups of instruments, since this was used to accompany not onljl"
the religious ceremonies but also the secular. Flowing from the
mouth are the plain scrolls which represented v/ords and the same
design highly decorated which represented song. The small figuifles
cf ornamenting the music scroll, and in the same shape, are
ilhuitl . signs of feasting.
Macuilxochitl always wears a crest, and is often represente
as a bird, the face appearing in the beak. The figure varies in
different codices but has the same outstanding characteristics
so that it is unmistakable.
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VI. Mestizo Music
Historians tell us that tv/o types of song have existed
since the vStone Age: the cradle song and the love song. Very
few Indian cradle songs have been found. Even the Otomi song
(page 42) shows definite Spanish influence. The Indian word for
"lullaby” is geechie geechie . The principal element found in th
Mestizo songs is in the text, the introduction of the names of
animals being indigenous. Melodies of Mestizo songs are Spanish
springing from the early villancicos . which, without the estribi
have become merely conlas . The Spanish word for lullaby is roro
ruru or rere depending upon the locality. The rhythms may be:
2/4, 3/4, 5/4, 6/8 and a few 3/8; the harmony is usually V I; thii
I
meter, in the first line never varies, always having six syllables;
"A la roro nino", "Duermete ninito", Este nino Undo", etc.
a. Shov;s Gregorian influence.
b. Most general in Mexico
c. Lullaby of the Infant Jesus, from Extremadura
d. Galician
The introduction of terror "el coco" and "el vlejo" is
definitely Spanish. This did not exist in the Indian idea. The
animals there were friendly and held no threat. The Mestizo
songs, although following approximately the same rhythm as the
Spanish will be found to have a wider range. The straight simpl^
lines of the Mexican melody are like the long straight lines of
Mexican Art.
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Thy mother a lamb, thy nurse a
sparrovf
.
f. The melody is purely Spanish, the text has Indian
influence
:
^^Lullaby, little feet of calf
Lullaby, little feet of duck.”
g. The melody Spanish, the meter extended to seven
syllables.
h. The melody has a voider range, the meter 5/4,
La Tonadilla
La Tonadilla Esc^nica appeared in Spain in the middle of
the 18th century as a reaction against the severe classical
theater. Short songs and dances were presented betv/een the acts
of the dramas, and the public began to attend for the sake of
these rather than for the plays. The tonadilla . a simple tune,
had little value at first but it soon began to expand into a
succession of songs and dances, solo, duo, trio, quartet and fin
came to empby the entire company and assumed its own form in the
fin de fiesta . The lyric-choreographic forms used were: the
fandango, jota, seguidilla, bolero, malaguena, etc. No less thi
two thousand tonadillas, representing the repertory of the two
municipal theaters, remain in the archives of Madrid alone.
As Italian influence in the theater became more pronounced,
further popular Spanish music and instruments, including casta-
nets and vihuela, were used. Begun in the popular theaters,




note of it, and traces began to be found all over Europe.
Small groups of actors left Spain and came to Mexico. Here
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the tonadillas were performed in the Coliseo and were at first
the original Spanish melodies, still in connection with the
theater. As they became more wide spread, carried by traveling
groups, small orchestras were assembled and the theater v/as left
behind. The themes began to be more Mexican and employed the
Mexican dances — jarabe and huapango.
El Son
Practically anything that is danced and sung in Mexico is
called a son . Sones appeared in Spain as early as the 16th
century, among the more popular being: ’^Romance de la mal-casada ’
and ”La Petenera.” The texts are often picaresque, some having
estribillos derived from the villanclcos . or trabalenguas
(tongue-twisters). The Mexican son is free, capricious and is
subject to no one type of verse, but uses a vd.de variety of
rhythms, meters and melodies, simply and spontaneously. One
characteristic viiich distinguishes the Mexican son from the
Spanish is that it is usually imitative of some sound and action
— a fast moving train, a manner of v/alklng which exaggerates a
hunchback, nervous palsy, the sound of a mosquito or a trotting
horse or a clucking hen. The rhythm is usually 6/8 JH i'J.
> >
In Sinaloa, one son
.
"La nina perdida, " consists of a dia-
log betv/een a band in a kiosk and a trumpet soimded from a






The huapango is a type of son and has the same free aspects,
i
the music being subject to the text. The word huapango means a
I
platform and the dance gets its name from the fact that it is
!
usually danced on a box or table, this serving as a soundingboarii.
for the clicking heels of the dancers. There are three distinct
types of huapango in Mexico. In Veracruz and farther north it i.ii
called the huasteca and has a characteristic high sustained note
in the music. In the central part of the country the name is
the son .iarocho . The melody still contains high notes but they
are not so high as those in the huasteca nor are they held so
long. The son .iarocho is more like the Spanish huapango than thii:
huasteca. v,'hile farther south the huapango is called the fandango
and is purely Spanish.
In Spain, the accompanying instrument was the guitar, while
in Mexico, violins, guitars, harps and .jaranas (small guitars)
are used, resulting in an interesting polyrhythm. Where the
Spanish had a simple three-note chord, broken into triplets, the
Mexicans use the triplet rhythm for their guitar alone, the vio-
lins and voices each having a different rhythm of their own.
The texts are old, having canticos or stanzas with refrains,
tongue twisters and contrarestos . The latter date from the 11th
I
century and are contests in extemporaneous verse.
Las Canciones
All humanity expresses its sentiment in song. All Mexicans
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sing, and in many parts of the country both men and v/omen compos
their own songs, not professionally, but spontaneously.
In general, anything sung is called a cancion . The songs
may be named, in addition, vath regard to the location: Canci-
ones altenas . songs of the table land, serranas. those of the
mountains, aba.ienas
. the lowlands, riverenas . the riversongs,
etc. There are also songs for various times of day: Maf^anitas
are the early morning songs used especially on birthdays or
saints days, and Serenatas are the evening songs. Patriotic
songs abound, songs that have to do with politics, revolutions.
e
!
and social revolutions, but the most typically Mexican are the ’
i
love songs. Every degree of love and hate is put into song —
• i
i|
supplication, adoration, absence, farewell, jealousy, disdain,
;|
deceit; these may adopt any form — Jota, seguidilla, bolero, etc
Until 1830 all songs were of Spanish origin. At that time
;
I
Italian Opera came to Mexico bringing for the first time the
I
minor mode. Then began to appear duets, trios, canzonettas. :
cavatinas and romanzas
.
in two parts. With the coming of Maxi- i
I
milian the French influence began to be felt with the polonesa .
—
.1
and the Provencal . I
The cancion mexicana is, in its simplest form, unaccompaniecL
Sometimes for solo voice, it is found more often with two voices
at the interval of a 3rd or 6th below or above, or at the 10th
(falsetto). The accompanying instrument is usually the guitar
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IJichoacan and on the south coast these songs are accompanied by
Mariachl . a group consisting of violins, vihuelas and guitarron
(large guitar).
The tempo of the music ranges from lento to vivace. Fre-
quently the phrases are divided and end with a sustained tone
alternating with ”ay, ” probably derived from the Spanish "Ay,
ay, ay."
The character of the text is varied, from the deeply senti-
mental to the picaresque, vdth a special fondness for a double
meaning
.
The harmony is the same as the Spanish, employing perfect
chords, principally I and IV. The Italian influence is in the
use of the minor mode and the many modulations through the Vy
and the VII^.
The melodies were derived originally from the Spanish but
have now a strong Italian influence, with long phrases and vdde
intervals and much embroidery in the cadences.
The character of the accompaniment is usually triplets.
The form is usually two-part with two phrases, generally
four measures long:
a b
A t t t
c
R f f f
a’ a" ritornellb
El Corrido
The direct literary and musical source of the Mexican
Corrido is the Spanish romance , or which we have spoken (page IS )
.
TTJ
YC b«?2:nso:-Tooo5 9i£ ©.ierfcf fidx«'.>B eild' ao fx^OBonoi’»i
bns g^Iex/rf. v ^arriloxv lo gnii^aiiBnoo qL’-o'Xi^ ^ . lr:x.sj:‘ii:;h
«(‘:oiJJ:t;g esTsI)
-£T^ .90£vj:v 0 .+ oiaoi rf'o'7?. asgn^i' C'iax";i odd" lo 3dT
enod bsnx^j'Bi/a £ dJ-i'vr biio br.t£
rifcicisqB sdj i'!0 'i'i .b9Vi:*iab
-tSnez vlqe^f) 9rij .ifoi'l ,bsiixv el
©Id:/ob B 'lol asenhno'l Xxlosqa .s
j'09'i'isc '^nlxoL.me ,rfairtsq6 sdJ
sdi’ nl "fc 90G9UItnt nisiliaql erf;
bsb.tvirb e^XB ac.a£‘irfq Gdi" Y-t:tn9up
vIdBXu'xq rfd.b’^r grixd-isriaadirf
rici-iw ^iU-pa&TSoJtLi srfd od l£.ln90i
. 3n.tnG9in
cB 9tri£?. 9rfd Bi vjTOia'iBfi erfX
.VI bn£ I vlisqloni-xq ^sbiodo
oV 9rfl rf^ijoirfd’ anoIiBli/DCsr eboni 'icnlm sd-j- lo eau
I
.^irv erict b.iB
J-x;d dg f:nBq3 eriX tnc'i'l T,XX:3 rfi:;)i'io Xeviiiab 9T9w aetboiam erfT
c-bxw bix£ BftSB'irfq gnol rl^tXw . soneJxrX'int njsxlBuI ^o-ide b wen avnrf
.B^ofieXso stid" [il T<;‘isx±o idraa not/ai bna BlBv'i&d'ni;
,^d'9X<;iid vXXbubu ?,i .trioJiXiiBqrnoooB 9dq “io 'xed’ObiBflo sdT
vXlBiens:^ ^B^apirfo; owd ridivr J'naq-Orr.t xXXBbau 2i liinoi edT
;jiapX ae‘n;aB9fli 'mol
d 3




rtBoXxe - odd lo oomos Xsoiai/'i Xxj3 v-^''2;9dXI d-ooalb stdT
X 9 a-3q) nedoqa yviiri ev rfoxx:.; io i rfeXfisf S sdd- eX oblmoS
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The romance thought little of form, since the rude .iuglares
lengthened or shortened the number of syllables in their verses
according to the mood or sentiment of the singer. By the end of
the 15th century, however, the romance began to enter the palace^
and was used by the more learned witers of the day. V/ith the
beginning of the IGth century it began to take on a set form: a
group of verses of 16 syllables, divided 8 and 8, with assonant ^hyrae
The subject matter vms that covered by the iuglares of the day -•
deeds of heros, mythological stories of Greece and Rome, and
original tales in which fancy had a free rein. Blind beggars offeen
composed and sang romances , sometimes selling them on the street
or at the gates of the cities.
The meter of the romance gradually became freer, phrases of
from six to nine syllables appearing. The music was here subjec
naturally, to the verse; the rhythm consisted of four principal
accents, one to each phrase of 8 syllables.
The melodies were of close range, lying usually within a
5th or at the most a 7th, none reaching as wide as an octave.
The more cultured melodies began to take on the adornments of
the ecclesiastical music of the day.
The original romance is purely Spanish but it has been
carried to all parts of the world, principally by the Jews, v/ho,
upon their expulsion from Spain, spread it through the many sec-
tions in which they took refuge preserving its essence and form.
The Mexican corrido is to Mexico today what the romance of
a^isJsu;. ebvt pdl s-o.-iiB , Mol ->.o alJJiX id^Joui son^aoi
siiT
a«si9v itariJ nh ssIdfiXX’jE "to ladmua 9x-.d £.eri9dicfi3
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7.d bssrj ?.b?’ Baa
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- XSb sdi lo LB-XBiiu t. edt vS boievco XcriX afiw
no+Jssi XoetdcD otiT
bn<3 .oscH bns eoes'iX lo sel'icjs XqoisoXc/l+ita'
.aonoii lo sboob
.-IG»10 a^aassG &«iX3 .nisi ssi'i fl bBri Yonfl
rioXriw nx eoXBJ XonxsxTC
XsenXR sxiX no xiadd dnXXI.92 BSBxXsmos . SBsmtzqi
gnoe one fesso^Eoo
^aeid'io *io i^f'J ‘lo
lo 9in-oed
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£eId-BlI\^£ enin xxs moii
Lsaioniii 'a.'ol lo bscTajisfico tarid^'l'i erid
erld od
-R9ldBlX"jB 8 lo esfixdrr riose od- enc ,&&nsoo£
£ nidd”!''' viJ-SUBfi 9SoIo lo oiew
aexboJ.ou oril
,9Vfcdoo fXG oB 9b±w ..rii flofie-E 9aon v"-
'
Ic ?;^ri^rnr.'zobB ocl’’ no od cw^oci
aeibolsui beindXno e-ioni eiL
,Y.£b lo olKaiii xBoiiaf iaelDOS orixi
need Eiiii di dnd r>..i:asq8
eiii
,od«v ,p,vot. 9rid \(S •iilfiO-tofxltKj ^bliow eriT
lo cIib-x .LIb cd beii'iBo
-008 xnF'ii 9rit fi?no-ind It ,ntBqS wot.1
notainqxe iteril nequ]
lol bnB x^on:rKE8 ^d"! . gntviopeiq esn'io'i Jioed'
rioixi?/ lix snoxd
lo ^.oiiBraon odd d£rlv; vTiioo.'^ ooixaM oo e1
nBOtxs-X oiiT
the 16th century was to Spain. The same evolutions which the
romance of the .iuglares undervrent must take place in the ”New
Spain” before the corrido can become a part of the cultured musj,
of that nation.
Today the corrido mexicano (probably taking its name from
the Andalusian romance which was called corrido because of its
’’running" qualities) is a type of lyrical narration vfhich re-
counts, in simple fashion, any happening which may strike the
fancy of the common people: violent death, stories of bandits,
catastrophes, combat, humorous incidents, simple stories of love
despair or satire.
The form of the corrido is basically the same as the Span-
ish: four verses of 16 syllables each, divided 8 and 8. Like
the romance , however, it often varies, the corrido usually straylf
ing farther than its ancestor. Exclamations, phrases and even a
refrain, formed of one or two verses, may intrude. The more
modern corridos sometimes offer an introduction; others have an
instrumental interlude which rests the singer and, as an element
of contrast, adds interest to the constant repetition of the
verse.
The meter of the corrido is, again, like that of the romanc
except in cases where the singer makes the aforementioned addi-
tions to the original form. Such cases bring about a complexity
w'hich sometimes results in a veritable work of art. The rhythms
are, for the most part, 3/8, 6/8, 9/8,
i>
erict f!r!:avr anoiioi/Xov*? oninc arlT .fiiiS'rS cd’ &.6v? YTU’d'nso rfjfSI srfd
r,5P-vi'' erfd’ nx 9obIj e>'sd d’c.um d-nsw'ieh'U r-975J'BUi: erf.d' 1;o eonjasio*!
:a.uff bQT;.'d’Iuo ' arid lo ji£.q £ emooed uao obi-iioo arid' e’lolsri ''ryisqc;
,noid-£ff oBrid io
saext r-wl i,ui.r?Ud ^d^risdoTg) cnBOI'^.sm obiimo erfd '^eboT
3dl ic esc/BOt'd cbiigoo baXlBo sbt-’' rIpXriw a onBtKo^x HBisulBibnA erid
-ei rio ir^ rocds iBOxavI io aqxd" (ssxdilBU.o ”§xtinarp»'
9ri;t 9>»i*icrs ^nlnsqqBri \m ^noiriEisi slrroixs ni ,Ed.niJoo
,Edli>ABd lo eelxode .ddcefc dxi^Iciv :9lqc8q nomoioo arid Ic \o«isi
voj io :-ei:-iod?, -;iq*(i £2 . '.dnebxpnx i^ixoiornyri t,dBrioToo ^soriqo'i'dGBjBo
,9‘X.£d62 10 liiiqasb’
-neqa 9rid e£ e»'u.£ erid v.: iBoiaBd s± oMnoo erid io rriici sriT
.5 bxuB 6 bpXtvi.5 ^riOBe aelcBXIts 31 ic sosisv luoi Jriei:
jBida ob.li ICO erid ^coIijsv nodio dx ^isvswori .eoaB:..ci e-dd
nevo briB aosBiriq ^artoidBraBloxS .icdseoriB adi arxid leridiBi gni.
91001 oriT ,9buidnx ,":ssiev owd io sao io beiiioi ^nxsiiei
fiB 9VBri aisrido ^noidocboidni oo isiio aefffido'noa eobiiiioo nisbon
lTi9 iii9l£ fL? ae tbnis. isgcra srid adsei rioliiv* ebijXiudfix Xadnsmuidsfix
9fid ic noxdXdeqsi dribdsnoo srid od dasisdnx ztbB ^dasidnoo io
, 9E19V
qisrjoi -)rid io dB-id 9:1x1 ini^gs ,aX cbxiioo orid io ladsra oriT
-ijbb.-^ beffoidi^ooioio'ta odd aeriBfn lognXa 9rid eisriw aSoBO nX dqsoxe
^CdixoIiiHOo ?; dtrodB goild ssajso rioij?. .raioi iBnXgXio exid od anoid
j<^ciridic^'i 9oT .difi io :rfiov7 sXoBdiicv b nX adlLraei asf.-xdoaiOa roXriw
'
.S\^ ^8\^ - dPOiH 9rid loi
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The melody of the corrldo has such an enormous diversity
of aspects as to make description difficult. The number of
ascending and descending melodies is about equal. There are
those starting on a low tone which in one single phrase rise to
the interval of a 12th, while others start on the highest note
of the phrase. There appear sequences not only of motifs but oj'
entire musical phrases. The diatonic major mode prevails,
though a sm.all percent are in the minor.
YCl'ic‘ie, vib ..Lfc.TT.7ons HB IDOL'S a.T5if Q}:)X7TC'j erij 1o \bo:S‘j3i e>dH
lo Tecff'fun s/fJ- .cHiioiilJrb ,aelc?'qi:7oasb s^iatr Cu ss atosqsn xo
9'fB 97oifI' ..Lejjps d-node »i 3?±.doIsfn gnibfisoaso bas iiridneoas
od' eaB'ziiq olgnxs one nt tiotrlw enod v-'ol b ao Sf5id“icja sacrid
sd'on daeifl^lD Grid" no jnsda 8‘ioddo slid'T b lo X^^y^sd-aJ: sdd
:o Jua aJld-cji Jo x-^no ion asonstresa 7£sqq£ &nenT .easnxl:; srii "io
^sIlsvsTq sdcic 7o(;£.7 oiitoipxi) sriT ,esa£7riq inoxarTEi s'xXine
,7onX.ii Giili ax exs insoxeq X.iLjma & rfgtrorii
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VII, Findings and Conclusions
A mixture of cultures is not attained by contact but by
successive generations. It was not enough for the Spanish pries|lts
coming to the New World to learn the Indian language or vice
versa. The young Indian children in the Mission Schools laughed
at the Gregorian melodies of Fray Juan Diaz, and their first attempts
to sing them were definitely off pitch, since the semitone was h^w
to them. It was only with the first ’’Mestizo’^ generation that
assimilation of the new music began.
Once more we refer to the two types of Spanish music which
were first introduced; that of the Cathedral and that of the
Castle. The first diatonic religious music brought to Mexico wa
that of Toledo and Sevilla (Mozarabic), Assimilation began with
the ascending 7th tone. The complexities of the Spanish melodie
had to be simplified. The Spanish soldiers v/ho came to Mexico ha
been over a great part of Europe and were familiar v/ith all the
aspects of European culture.
Analysis of the Mestizo music must be made fundamentally by
a comparison of Indian and Spanish music according to the basic
elements of music itself; melody, rhythm, harmony and form, in-
cluding the literary texts of the songs. The literal meaning of
the word mestizo is "mixed” and we shall find that, in general,
a combining of the two types of music in question brought about
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Melody . The Indian melodies were, as we have said, simple,
descending and with a very wide range, v^hile the Spanish were
complex and narrow, the Gregorian melodies restricted to one not
above and one below the octave. The addition of the diatonic
scale to the narrow compass of the primitive four and five-tone
added a breadth of scope. The resulting Mestizo melody, then,
was regularized as to adornment and compass.
Rhythm . Indian rhytlims were rich in variety of accents.
There were no regular measures, stress in their songs following
the prose of the language in a free fashion. ViTiile Spain had, flir
some time, used measured music, the best established was 3/8. t)i
result of the mixture in rhythms was to give regularity and less
freedom.
Harmony . Early Indian songs were monodic; the Spanish descent
of the 16th century, made up of 3rds and 6ths. These, Motolinia
tells, 'Nere adopted by the Indians within a month. Spanish har-
mony loses in energy and virility and becomes softer.
Form . The Indians had no form; this they acquired from the
Spanish. To the psalmody of the priests were added the dance
forms of the secular music, the latter predominating. A form
adopted by a people must of necessity change to fit the people.
As the Spanish language was adopted more and more, the forms
were adopted with it.
Literary texts . The meter of Indian songs depended, as we
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feeling of incompleteness, they simply added ”ah.” The Latin
texts of the sacred music of Spain were written in a definite
meter. Spanish translations overstepped this, six feet in Latir|
sometimes becoming as many as twenty in Spanish. The secular
songs had varying meters, villancicos and romancillos having si3(
or seven plus the chorus, while the romances were usually six-
teen. The Indians were taught to write Latin as well as Spanish
verse and soon adopted the Spanish meters as their own. In mucl:|
of the popular lyrical Spanish verse there is an ironic humor
and satire, with a fondness for double meaning in their express-]
ions. The mestizo erases much of the adornment but inserts a
picaresque quality which adds a new feeling. The men and women
in their songs are represented by the names of animals: deer,
parrots, cocks, hend, butterflies, dovers, etc.
One other characteristic should be mentioned: the Mexican
manner of singing. There is an inexplicable quality which is
quickly noted even when the melody sung is purely Spanish. Justl
how the Mexican achieves this cannot be said, but to anyone fami-
liar with the two nationalities it is at once obvious.
These, then, are the fundamental influences which Spanish
music brought to the Indians, Mexican music, as such, dates frc^
the time of the Independence. One single audacious figure domi-
nates the music of Mexico today. Carlos Chavez is turning again
to the heritage of the pre-Conquest period, and, embodying itf
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VIII. Abstract of Thesis
Before we are able to determine the influence of one cultur
upon another, we must investigate the first culture and learn
something of its history; then we may examine the various influ-
ences which, in their turn, have been brought to bear on it.
Early Spain was for many centuries under the rule of a
succession of countries, with oriental culture in the ascendency
the most visible imprint having been made during the seven cen-
turies of Moorish domination.
Dividing the music of Spain into sacred and secular, the de
velopment of Church music is dealt wdth first. Starting with tt,
9th century this is traced through the stages of early polyphony
to the point when Spain reached the siimmit of her power as a
musical nation. Outstanding composers are given, attention is
called to their contributions.
The secular music is followed through the early forms of
folksongs with their musical, literary and human appeal: romandles
villancicos . cante hondo and cante flamenco . The importance of
the vihuela is stressed as being a means of adding the vertical
aspect of harmony to the horizontal aspect of counterpoint. The
principal composers for this instrument are also mentioned.
Having gained an idea of the background of the Mother CountlJ?y
we then take up the pre-Cortesian music of Mexico. Here records
are scarce, due to the lack of musical notation and to the loss
of whatever may have been recorded by the missionaries and sent
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back to Spain. It is knoivn that Fray Sahagun took do\?n some of
the songs sung for him by the more intelligent Indian lads in hi
school, but so far they remain hidden. It is to be hoped that
eventually some ambitious investigator may unearth them in the
Spanish archives.
Archeologists have been able to reconstruct most of the
primitive instruments, and from various sources we have gained a
fair picture of the musical habits of the people. Comparison
rests, however, on the nature of the music rather than on any
authentic v/ritten records.
With the coming of the conquerors many changes had to be m^
in the religious rites of the natives. Here, again, we divide t
music into the sacred and the secular. The pageantry of the Cat
olic Mass appealed to the Indians and was soon appropriated by
them to a certain extent, althou^ the holy missionaries were sel
dom sure whether the Indians v»ere truly converted or were simply
substituting the names of the saints for those of their pagan go
The popular music of Spain was brought over by the soldiers
and the greatest influence here was the introduction of stringed
instruments. These the Indians began to copy and play at once.
Viliile numerous expeditions have been made for the purpose
of gathering primitive melodies, comparatively little material
been collected. Findings from a number of the more representatijs^
tribes are given here with some examples of the music collected.
Practically all of these bear some Spanish traits; though a few
hit
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I seem purely Indian. An accompanying chart shows the location oi
[
each tribe. A description is given of the Aztec God of Music,
I
Macuilxochitl, with a cut taken from one of the codices. Al-
I
though Macuilxochitl is spoken of as "Aztec" he was also wor-
shipped by other tribes and is looked upon as the symbol of
' Indian music.
A few forms of Mestizo music are then analysed. The Cancio i
I
de cuna is a splendid vehicle for comparison since it is so uni-
^ versal. Although there are no authentic Indian cradle songs
I
available, the Mestizo differs from the Spanish, both in melody
! and text, in ways v/hich are significant.
The tonadilla was brought to Mexico in its fully developed
form, with Spanish songs and dances. Here it was adopted by the
Mexicans, but as it spread throughout the country the native tun i
I and steps were inserted, while the form was kept intact.
The son was also changed to suit the Mexicans, most of the
I
original melodies being retained, but the subject matter of the
text and the manner of accompaniment being greatly altered.
j
! The cancion mexicana . a spontaneous outburst of song, may
have any form, style or subject matter. Songs are often named la/
the section of the country from which they come: "Mountain song 5
j
"Songs of the lowlands," "Songs of the islands," etc. These may
' be solos, unaccompanied, or accompanied by guitar or violin, or :
I
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El corrido is the Mexican ’’newspaper song.” This is a
lyrical narrative telling the story of the latest revolution
(social or political), the current strike, or the recent good
joke on Mr. So-and-so. Stanza after stanza is sung, usually to
the same four-line melody, though the virtuosity of the singer
is at times displayed by flights from the main tune either in ari
interlude between the stanzas, or a cadenza or even a refrain ii'
his muse gets the better of him.
The findings and conclusions are founded on the basic ele-
ments of music itself. Immediately following the conquest the
tv7o musics lived side by side. It was only with successive gen-
erations that the Mestizo music evolved. The Spanish culture,
being much more highly developed, naturally took first place.
In the melody of the Mestizo music we find a balance between the
wide intervals and huge range of the Indian, and the more confiijled
diatonic Spanish, The Indian music was almost entirely rhythm, |but
the free, irregular beat coming in contact with the even, meas-
ured music of the Spanish, learned to conform to rules. Of har^
mony and form, the primitive Indian knew nothing. These were
acquired through the psalmody taught by the priests and through
the dance forms of the more worldly soldiers and the hidalgos wt
accompanied them.
Since the Independence, Mestizo music has gradually grown
into a national type. Having survived the somewhat saccharine
influence of the European salon music of the last century, the
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ing to the folklore of the country for Inspiration and Mexico
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is building an art which is exclusively her own.
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Hispanic Musical Culture from the VI to
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